
Powerbags

Jordan 20Kg Sand Bag Extreme - Jordan's toughest power bag - durable 
construction suitable for commercial environment. Extra handle for exercise 
versatility also availlable 5kg,10kg, 15kg, 25kg ,30kg and 35kg 

Price: £62.50

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/20kg-sand-bag-extreme

3Kg Genuine high-quality Powerbag - The 'use anywhere' design proves very 
popular for both indoor and outdoor "functional" training activities, such as circuit 
training. Going up through the weight range this 3Kg Powerbag is the baby of the 
bunch but still made to the quality you'd expect 

Price: £42.00

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/3kg-powerbag

Small but perfectly formed. This 5Kg Powerbag represents a great product for 
anyone wanting to practice powerbag drills with beginners, children etc or as a 
step up from the smallest Powerbag in the range. Don't forget to buy your 
powerbag exercise poster and racks

Price: £52.49

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/5kg-powerbag

Genuine high-quality 7.5kg Powerbag with high-density foam inner (much like the 
foam on commercial benches) to ensure the Powerbag retains it's shape and is 
soft to touch. 

Price: £46.00

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/7-5kg-powerbag

This Power Bag can be used with most power bags and is available from stock

Price: £150.00

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/power-bag-rack
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Don't accept imitations. We only supply the original and best Powerbag. All sizes 
available. This is the 10Kg Powerbag. Don't forget to check out the range of 
Powerbag Racks for club/studio use 

Price: £64.49

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/10kg-powerbag

A long time favourite the Powerbag is the original and best powerbag on the 
market. This 15Kg powerbag is everything you'd expect in design and quality

Price: £69.66

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/15kg-powerbag

Original 20Kg Powerbag suitable for all training requirements. The 'use anywhere' 
design proves very popular for both indoor and outdoor "functional" training 
activities, such as circuit training

Price: £84.19

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/20kg-powerbag

When getting into the realms of "Heavy" Powerbags 20K and up there is no option 
but to go for the best. The original Powerbags are the industry leaders and 
although there may be cheaper versions they won't survive long-term.

Price: £91.44

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/25kg-powerbag

Get heavy get tough. This 30Kg Powerbag is where the Powerbags start coming 
into their own. Unrivalled quality for tough training sessions indoors and out. 
Brand proven with over 10 years of design and updated features make Powerbag 
the only name in the game.

Price: £104.56

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/30kg-powerbag
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35KG Original and best Powerbag. Often copied but never equalled. Supplied to 
UK armed forces the Powerbag brand is indeed a force to be reckoned with. 
When design and quality matters accept no imitations.

Price: £107.41

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/35kg-powerbag

Big PowerBags such as this 40Kg beast require the best quality materials and 
manufacture. We currently only supply the original Powerbag range of powerbags 
due to their reputation within the market. The best athletes require the best 
equipment...

Price: £116.54

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/40kg-powerbag

Genuine high-quality 50Kg Powerbag with high-density foam inner (much like the 
foam on commercial benches) to ensure the Powerbag retains it's shape and is 
soft to touch. Tough as old boots but far nicer to "wear"

Price: £119.99

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/45kg-powerbag

Big Daddy - the 50Kg original Powerbag. It doesn't get much tougher than this. 
Buy right fist time buy once. Your reputation is at the heart of the Powerbag range. 
Quality is the key word when going heavy.

Price: £134.99

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/50kg-powerbag

The new breed of Powerbag: the Powerbag PT Dual Fuel is in essence, an 
interchangeable weight bag (from 6kg to 25kg) by using a combination of the 
provided water and sand "fuel" cells. As the name "PT" suggests, this is more a 
product for the 1-to-1 travelling PT looking to offer different bag

Price: £90.64

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/powerbag-pt-dual-fuel
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An aesthetically pleasing 3 tier flat tray rack for storing your Powerbags (up to 6 of 
them). 

Price: £497.28

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/powerbag-rack-3-tray

An aesthetically pleasing 4 tier flat tray rack for storing your Powerbags. The 4 
tray rack can hold up to 12 bags (as pictured).

Price: £654.31

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/powerbag-rack-4-tray

An aesthetically pleasing 3 tier flat tray rack for storing your Powerbags (up to 6 of 
them). 

Price: £327.15

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/vertical-powerbag-rack

A typical question that we're asked when posting up an exercise poster of this 
type is "What exercises are demonstrated?". Well, here's a large image so you 
can see for yourself...

Price: £29.99

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/powerbag-basic-exercises-poster

The original and best Powerbags offered in a CLUB PACK - 3 x 7.5kg bags, 3 x 
10kg bags, 3 x 15kg bags, 3 x 20kg bags, 1 x 4 tier rack - at a discounted price. 
Search 'CLUB PACK' to see what other savings you can make by purchasing our 
recommended gym packages. 

Price: £1,210.50

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/powerbags-club-pack
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The Bulgarian Bag is a popular "functional" training tool used in many bootcamps 
and PT sessions. Due to repeated requests, we now offer Bulgarian Bags among 
our line-up in the following increments: 5kg, 8kg, 12kg, 17kg, 22kg. To select your 
required increment, please do so in the drop-down menu.

Price from£86.99

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/bulgarian-bag

The Powerbag Armour is a cross between a traditional sandbag shell and a 
powerbag. Dropping the comfortable foam padded lining of a regular Powerbag, 
the Armour is more dynamic - making it much more awkward to lift. 

Price: £47.21

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/powerbag-armour-sandbag-shell

5Kg Power Bag - New alternative to the original and extremely popular Powerbag 
product. This range maxes out at 30kg unlike our alternative that goes up to a 
whopping 50kg which is also a great indication of the quality of manufacture but 
as an economical alternative...

Price: £41.66

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/5kg-power-bag

10Kg Power Bag - New alternative to the original and extremely popular 
Powerbag product. This range maxes out at 30kg unlike our alternative that goes 
up to a whopping 50kg which is also a great indication of the quality of 
manufacture but as an economical alternative...

Price: £50.00

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/10kg-power-bag

15Kg Power Bag - New alternative to the original and extremely popular 
Powerbag product. This range maxes out at 30kg unlike our alternative that goes 
up to a whopping 50kg which is also a great indication of the quality of 
manufacture but as an economical alternative...

Price: £58.33

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/15kg-power-bag
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20Kg Power Bag - New alternative to the original and extremely popular 
Powerbag product. This range maxes out at 30kg unlike our alternative that goes 
up to a whopping 50kg which is also a great indication of the quality of 
manufacture but as an economical alternative...

Price: £66.66

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/20kg-power-bag

25Kg Power Bag - New alternative to the original and extremely popular 
Powerbag product. This range maxes out at 30kg unlike our alternative that goes 
up to a whopping 50kg which is also a great indication of the quality of 
manufacture but as an economical alternative these....

Price: £75.00

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/25kg-power-bag

30Kg Power Bag - New alternative to the original and extremely popular 
Powerbag product. This 30Kg Power Bag is the heaviest in the range unlike the 
Powerbag items that up to a whopping 50Kg which is also a great indication of the 
quality of manufacture but as an economical alternative these.....

Price: £83.33

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/30kg-power-bag

Jordan 30Kg Sand Bag Pro - Jordan's power bag - durable construction suitable 
for commercial environment. Extra handle for exercise versatility also availlable 
5kg,7.5kg, 10kg,15kg,20kg,25kg ,30kg and 35kg 

Price: £86.10

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/30kg-sand-bag

Jordan 25Kg Sand Bag Pro - Jordan's power bag - durable construction suitable 
for commercial environment. Extra handle for exercise versatility also availlable 
5kg,7.5kg, 10kg,15kg,20kg,25kg ,30kg and 35kg 

Price: £77.70

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/25kg-sand-bag
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Jordan 35Kg Sand Bag Pro - Jordan's power bag - durable construction suitable 
for commercial environment. Extra handle for exercise versatility also availlable 
5kg,7.5kg, 10kg,15kg,20kg,25kg ,30kg and 35kg 

Price: £90.30

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/35kg-sand-bag

Jordan 20Kg Sand Bag Pro - Jordan's power bag - durable construction suitable 
for commercial environment. Extra handle for exercise versatility also availlable 
5kg,7.5kg, 10kg,15kg,20kg,25kg ,30kg and 35kg 

Price: £74.65

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/20kg-sand-bag

Jordan 15Kg Sand Bag Pro - Jordan's power bag - durable construction suitable 
for commercial environment. Extra handle for exercise versatility also availlable 
5kg,7.5kg, 10kg,15kg,20kg,25kg ,30kg and 35kg 

Price: £68.25

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/15kg-sand-bag

Jordan 10Kg Sand Bag Pro - Jordan's power bag - durable construction suitable 
for commercial environment. Extra handle for exercise versatility also availlable 
5kg,7.5kg, 10kg,15kg,20kg,25kg ,30kg and 35kg 

Price: £65.10

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/10kg-sand-bag
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Jordan 7.5Kg Sand Bag Pro - Jordan's power bag - durable construction suitable 
for commercial environment. Extra handle for exercise versatility also availlable 
5kg,7.5kg, 10kg,15kg,20kg,25kg ,30kg and 35kg 

Price: £58.80

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/75kg-sand-bag

Jordan 5Kg Sand Bag Pro - Jordan's power bag - durable construction suitable for 
commercial environment. Extra handle for exercise versatility also availlable 
10kg,15kg,20kg,25kg ,30kg and 35kg 

Price: £55.65

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/5kg-sand-bag

50Kg PowerStone It doesn't get much tougher than this. Quality is the key word 
when going heavy. 

Price: £265.20

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/50kg-powerstone

40Kg PowerStone It doesn't get much tougher than this. Quality is the key word 
when going heavy. 

Price: £255.00

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/40kg-powerstone
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30Kg PowerStone It doesn't get much tougher than this. Quality is the key word 
when going heavy. 

Price: £234.60

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/30kg-powerstone

20Kg PowerStone It doesn't get much tougher than this. Quality is the key word 
when going heavy. 

Price: £224.40

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/20kg-powerstone

40Kg PowerKeg It doesn't get much tougher than this. Dynamic functional training 
... awkward and challenging

Price: £191.66

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/40kg-powerkeg

35Kg PowerKeg It doesn't get much tougher than this. Dynamic functional training 
... awkward and challenging

Price: £183.33

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/35kg-powerkeg
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30Kg PowerKeg It doesn't get much tougher than this. Dynamic functional training 
... awkward and challenging

Price: £174.99

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/30kg-powerkeg

25Kg PowerKeg It doesn't get much tougher than this. Dynamic functional training 
... awkward and challenging

Price: £166.66

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/25kg-powerkeg

20Kg PowerKeg It doesn't get much tougher than this. Dynamic functional training 
... awkward and challenging

Price: £158.33

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/20kg-powerkeg

15Kg PowerKeg It doesn't get much tougher than this. Dynamic functional training 
... awkward and challenging

Price: £149.99

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/15kg-powerkeg
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10Kg PowerKeg start your Dynamic keg functional training ... awkward and 
challenging

Price: £141.66

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/10kg-powerkeg

Jordan 5Kg Sand Bag Extreme - Jordan's toughest power bag - durable 
construction suitable for commercial environment. Extra handle for exercise 
versatility also availlable 10kg,15kg,20kg,25kg ,30kg and 35kg 

Price: £50.00

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/5kg-sand-bag-extreme

Jordan 10Kg Sand Bag Extreme - Jordan's toughest power bag - durable 
construction suitable for commercial environment. Extra handle for exercise 
versatility also availlable 5kg,15kg,20kg,25kg ,30kg and 35kg 

Price: £52.50

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/10kg-sand-bag-extreme

Jordan 15Kg Sand Bag Extreme - Jordan's toughest power bag - durable 
construction suitable for commercial environment. Extra handle for exercise 
versatility also availlable 5kg,10kg,20kg,25kg ,30kg and 35kg 

Price: £57.50

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/15kg-sand-bag-extreme
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Jordan 25Kg Sand Bag Extreme - Jordan's toughest power bag - durable 
construction suitable for commercial environment. Extra handle for exercise 
versatility also availlable 5kg,10kg, 15kg, 20kg ,30kg and 35kg 

Price: £67.50

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/25kg-sand-bag-extreme

Jordan 30Kg Sand Bag Extreme - Jordan's toughest power bag - durable 
construction suitable for commercial environment. Extra handle for exercise 
versatility also availlable 5kg,10kg, 15kg, 20kg ,25kg and 35kg 

Price: £72.50

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/30kg-sand-bag-extreme

Jordan 35Kg Sand Bag Extreme - Jordan's toughest power bag - durable 
construction suitable for commercial environment. Extra handle for exercise 
versatility also availlable 5kg,10kg, 15kg, 20kg ,25kg and 30kg 

Price: £77.50

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/35kg-sand-bag-extreme

Gym Ratz - (Fitness Equipment UK)

GymRatz - Fitness Equipment, 199 Avonmouth Road, Avonmouth, Bristol, BS11 9EG UK

Tel: 0845 86 86 888 Fax: 0870 4711 011 
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